COMBOS

Coleslaw, fries and toast can be substituted for one another or for an extra Cane’s Sauce.

The BOX COMBO
4 Chicken Fingers
Crinkle-Cut Fries, 1 Cane’s Sauce, Texas Toast, Coleslaw, Regular Drink (22oz)

The 3 FINGER COMBO
3 Chicken Fingers
Crinkle-Cut Fries, 1 Cane’s Sauce, Texas Toast, Regular Drink (22oz)

The CANIAC COMBO
6 Chicken Fingers
Crinkle-Cut Fries, 2 Cane’s Sauces, Texas Toast, Coleslaw, Large Drink (32oz)

The SANDWICH COMBO
3 Chicken Fingers
Cane’s Sauce, Lettuce, Kaiser Roll, Crinkle-Cut Fries, Regular Drink (22oz)

DRINKS

Freshly-Brewed Sweet & Unsweet Tea
Kids 12oz  Regular 22oz  Large 32oz

Fountain Drinks
Kids 12oz  Regular 22oz  Large 32oz

Freshly-Squeezed Lemonade
Kids 12oz  Regular 22oz  Large 32oz

The Jug
1 Gallon
Perfect for Tailgates!

Tea  Lemonade

TAILGATES

25 Fingers

50 Fingers

75 Fingers

100 Fingers
Each additional 100 Fingers

Cane’s Sauce included with each Tailgate order!

EXTRAS

Chicken Finger
Cane’s Sauce
Crinkle-Cut Fries

Texas Toast

KIDS COMBO

Ages 12 & Under

2 Chicken Fingers
Crinkle-Cut Fries, 1 Cane’s Sauce, Kids Drink (12oz Fountain Drink, Milk or Apple Juice), with Activity

One Love, The Box Combo, The 3 Finger Combo, Caniac and Cane’s Sauce are federally registered trademarks of Raising Cane’s USA, LLC.